
"Cut your losses short, and let your winners run." It is one of the
most popular and enduring sayings in Wall Street. It is also one of the
sayings that inspires Christopher to be smarter and become even
better at trading. Host and stock & options trader, Christopher Uhl,
analyses the markets and highlights key information investors and
traders need to know. Giving you the tools, tips and tricks to help you
trade faster and trade smarter.

Since launching his podcast, The How To Trade Stocks and Options
Podcast (Featured in the Top 10 Investing Podcasts on iTunes) in
2018, Christopher’s viral trading wisdom has racked up over 1 million
downloads in over 150 countries around the world. Christopher Uhl,
CMA, MOSM, has been recognized as a two-time Top 100 Person in
Finance, nominated for Top 100 Global Leaders in Finance and
his company, 10MinuteStockTrader.com has been nominated as
one of the 20 Most Innovative Companies of the Year for 2020.
Christopher aims to share trading wisdom at the pace we want
entertainment and make trading wisdom go viral.

Christopher started from humble beginnings in
rural Texas before going on to earn a BBA and MBA.
After graduating in 2008, at potentially the worst
economic time in recent history, Christopher began
his more than a decade long career in the cutthroat
world of corporate finance becoming an expert in
his field, a Certified Management Accountant
and has now helped over 1 million traders
through his weekly podcast. He is a well-
respected thought leader on retail trading and
investing and creator of “The AI Stock Trading
System - The 5 Step System To Take The
Guesswork Out Of Trading In Only 10 Minutes
Per Day” with the goal of empowering investors
and traders of all skill levels with the tools, tips and
tricks to trade faster and trade smarter!
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